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I. Communicating a Message

Message
What you are trying to say?
Who, What, Where, When, Why and How

Audience
Who are you saying the message to?
Child’s Birthday party or Board of Directors

Medium
How you are saying the message?
Flyer, Web site, Video, etc

II. Hierarchy
A hierarchy sets up an order of importance to 
what you are trying to say. If you don’t have a 
hierarchy your designs won’t be as clear, 
readable and your audience won’t understand 
what you are trying to convey. Determining this
order of importance before hand will help you
know what items should stand out the most.

Determine what you want your “hook” to be and 
make that the largest item on the page. Then 
other text can be much smaller and your audience 
will still read your details once they are hooked in.

III. Quick Sketch
A quick sketch allows you to think about how
you’d like elements to be positioned roughly
on the page. These don’t have to be perfect or
even something you eventually use but they will
get your mind thinking about arranging elements
on the page.

Collect all of this up front. If 
you design and then try to 
add on after the fact it 
almost always ends up 
looking like the new infor-
mation was added after the 
fact (cobbled together like 
Frankenstein).





IV. 4 Basic Principles

Rule of 
Thumb

1. Contrast
Contrast builds in an emphasis and hierarchy
or order of importance. The larger the contrast 
between items the better.

Some ways to build in contrast:
a. Contrasting line weight

b. Contrasting text or picture/graphic size

c. Contrasting typeface styles

d. Contrasting text weight

e. Contrast Color

BOLD
LIGHT

Serif
Sans Serif

Serif
Script
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Mondays

Dates:Times:
9:30 – 11:30 am
1:00 – 3:00 pm
3:00 – 5:00 pm

Monday, September 14
Monday, September 21
Monday, September 28

What’s the focus of your Assessment Form e�orts for this 
semester?

Want to bounce some ideas around?

Want input about what methods and procedures might be 
most suitable?

Plan to come to one or more of the drop-in times for 
purposes of gaining feedback regarding the design of 
this semester’s classroom action research e�ort.

Check All That Apply:

Location: 
IDC SCB 2401

Format: 
Drop-in Consultation

When choosing contrast-
ing elements make them 
very definite contrasts. Not 
just slightly different but 
extemely different in size, 
shape, color, thickness, or 
type style.





IV. 4 Basic Principles (cont.)

Rule of 
Thumb

2. Proximity
Proximity builds in a concordant look. Use
proximity to group like items together... this will
impose order on your design making it easier 
to read and follow.

3. Alignment
Alignment gives your designs a structure to
hang on. When items are aligned it gives the
design a more pleasing look allowing the eye to 
flow through portions of the design.

  Left   Center  Right  Justified

4. Repetition
Repetition brings harmony to your designs. 
Try repeating elements (background, shapes, 
typeface usage, and colors) throughout your
layout to instill that harmony.

In the example the yellow hue, fonts, check boxes 
and pencil logo are all repeated in the design 
emphasizing their inclusion in the design and 
bring about a more pleasing look.
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When choosing alignment 
settle on one alignment 
(left, center, right or 
justified) and stay with that 
alignment throughout your 
layout.





Serif: ser•if (noun)
any of the short lines 
stemming from and at 
an angle to the upper 
and lower ends of the 
strokes of a letter.

V. 4 Categories of Type

Times New Roman

Garamond
Bodoni

Rockwell

Giddyup

Century Gothic

Scriptina
Brush Script

Arial

1. Serif
Traditional typefaces often used in books 
and magazines to set the body copy or
basic text. Newpapers often used serif type
as large headlines as well. Two serifs are 
shown circled in blue at right.

Serifs are used to aid in reading text that
is very intense (like in a novel or journal
article) because serifs help the eye flow
across the page. Serif typefaces can 
further be separated into old style
(like Garamond and Times New Roman),
modern (for example Bodoni) which have
a very high contrast thick to thin line, and
slab serif (seen at right in the Rockwell
typeface) which are uniformly thick.

2. Sans Serif
Sans Serif typefaces can also be used
for headlines or body copy. These type-
faces were designed became popular 
in the 20th century. Sans Serif have a 
different feel to them (a clean, crisp look)
than the serif typefaces (more traditional).

3. Script
Script typefaces often emulate cursive
handwriting giving them a calligraphic,
sophisticated look. Avoid using script
typefaces that are too small or overly
long amounts of text. Readability greatly
suffers with too much use of script. 

4. Decorative/Novelty
Decorative or Novelty typefaces come in 
a variety of shapes, styles, and forms. They
should also be used sparingly or the design
begins to become illegible.
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V. 4 Categories of Type (cont.)

EdwaldJames
INVESTMENTS

We hold these truths to be 

self-evident, that all men 

are created equal...

We hold these truths to be 
self-evident, that all men 
are created equal...

“Typefaces give voice to words.”
-Jim Krause     

Rule of 
Thumb

2
Limit type to 2 or 3 fonts per 
layout. More typefaces just 
gets confusing

Use type consistently. If a 
Bold Sans Serif font is used 
for headings than only use it 
for headings.

typeface: Viner Hand ITC

typeface: GoodDogCool

Choosing and Combining 
Typefaces
When choosing typefaces try combining a 
Serif with a Sans Serif (for example Bodoni
with Arial Black) as can be seen in the logo
at right. Using two very different fonts builds
in contrast (thick vs. thin and serif vs. sans 
serif) and begins to define your hierarchy 
of importance. It will also build in repetition
by consistantly using each typeface for a 
reason (for instance all Headings being 
a Sans Serif type and the body text always 
being serif type.)

Consider this example from the Declaration 
of Independence. Same text but two 
different voices...

?





VI. Clip Art, Photos, & Graphics

outline shape rotated wireframe  complete graphic

Grant Writing 
Basics

Clip Art
Basic icons, graphics, pictures others have
created which you can use in your designs.

 CDs of clip art (available at retailers),
 Do a Google search for clip art,
 Microsoft Office clip art (online) at:
 http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/clipart/

Photos
Choose to take your own photos, or
scan images into the computer, or
use Royalty Free Stock Photography.
 iStock Photo-simple credits system
  http://www.istockphoto.com

 Getty Images-subscription based fee
  http://www.gettyimages.com

 Jupiter Images-subscription based fee  
  http://www.jupiterimages.com

Vector Art
Choose to draw your own graphics using a 
program like Adobe Illustrator. Vector Art is 
resolution independent so it can be scaled up 
to any size you’d like. This example shows a 
inkwell I drew in Illustrator for the logo at right.

 



VII. Color Theory Basics

Triads Analogous Complementary

Primary

Monochromatic

Secondary Tertiary
Red / Yellow / Blue Orange / Green / Violet

Shades of one Hue

Red-Orange

Yellow-Orange

Yellow-Green

Blue-Green

Blue-Violet

Violet-Red

3 different Hues
evenly spaced 

3 different Hues
adjacent

Direct Opposites
on the Color Wheel



VII. Color Theory Basics (cont.)

Color Selection
If an image you use on your flyer has a 
predominate color... use that color 
throughout your design. The example at
right shows a flyer design with yellow #2
pencils. The yellow is repeated using 
a monochromatic color scheme in 
the design repeating the color.

If you are still stuck on color selection think
about your audience. What colors are 
appropriate for those viewers?

Color Wheel
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VIII. Additional Resources

Books
Design Basics Index by Jim Krause
Design Workshop by Robin Williams and John Tollett
Graphic Design Solutions by Robin Landa
Looking Good in Print by Roger C. Parker
Non Designers Design Book by Robin Williams

Magazines
Before and After Magazine
How Magazine
Layers Magazine

Assessment Methods 
Mondays Flyer
designed by Tom Corcoran

“pencils” image from Liquid 
Library (now ThinkStock Images)

Guide created by:
Tom Corcoran
Media Technologist
Instructional Development Center
Student Commons Building Room 2401
Heartland Community College
1500 W. Raab Road
Normal, IL 61761

tom.corcoran@heartland.edu
(309)268-8427

http://www.heartland.edu/idc/
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